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NEWSLETTER 2012
LETTER FROM THE PRESIDENT
SESSION 2012Welcome to the 2012/13 Session of the DDPS, with a very special welcome to those who
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have recently joined the Society. I hope you enjoy your membership as much as I have
President and
Chairman
Alan Roy
Vice President
Francis Podger

enjoyed mine. Meeting with other stamp collectors, looking at what they have put together
and the way they have presented it - all these have helped me develop my own collection.
Now we look forward to seeing some of your material, particularly in the participation
evenings - December 20, January 24 when you can see what you can conjure up in items
beginning with "J", and Valentine's Night on February 14 - and we hope you will try
putting in an entry to our Annual Competition on January 10. Anyway, whatever your level
of participation, enjoy the programme which Charles Lloyd, our new Hon. Secretary, has
put together.

Hon. Secretary
Charles Lloyd
That gives me the chance to thank him for his three years as our very gracious President,
(Tel. 01241 852210) making our meetings enjoyable and relaxed. His three Presidential Displays were
Charles.lloyd@bluey outstanding in their presentation of parts of central and southern Africa - one I expected,
onder.co.uk

another I half-expected (Congo and Rwanda Urundi) and the third tour de force taking me,
for one, into new territory with the different parts and administrations of Mozambique. So
now I understand something of the different kinds of Mozambique stamps which I
acquired as a youngster. Thank you, Charles.

Hon. Treasurer
Robert Duguid
(Tel. 01382 732662 )
robert.duguid@tesco.
And thank you also, Peter Dix. You rescued us when it seemed that we would be without a
net

Secretary and have given a second period of notable service, not least by putting together a
series of fascinating programmes and quietly attending to matters so that everything went
smoothly. My one criticism is that he arranged the 2011 Society Dinner on a night when
the Tay Bridge was closed by the weather! Mercifully he got it right in 2012 and Roma and
I were able to be present.

Hon. Exchange
Packet Secretary
and Librarian
David Easson
(Tel. 01382 776686)
jennyeasson@care4fr It is a particular pleasure to see that new members joining and increased attendances at
meetings have come from the efforts of Charles and Peter, and from Colin Campbell's
ee.net
ASPS Rep.
Alan Roy
(01382 542225)
Publicity Officer
Colin Campbell
(07741 174265)
campbell933@btinter
net.com
Committee
David Cree
Peter Dix
Norman Kelso

tireless publicity work. To them, and to the other members of Council, our warm
appreciation.
Perth 2012
We will have a major British Philatelic event, right on our doorstep, on 19th and 20th
October in the Dewar Centre in Perth - the 2012 Association of British Philatelic Societies
National Exhibition. Immediately following is the Philatelic Congress of Great Britain in
the Queen's Hotel in Perth. The first in particular is a chance not to be missed. It will bring
a wider range of Dealers than we normally see in Scotland, so you will have extra scope to
add to your collection. But don't spend all your time going round stalls. Have a good look
at the exhibition frames and competition entries. That will give you ideas for presenting
items in your own collection as well as letting you see aspects of philately that you never
knew about before. Very specially, there will be items from the British Postal Museum and
Archive and from the Royal Philatelic Collection. Coming back down to earth, the DDPS
will have a stall and I hope you will take a turn in manning it. (Speak to Colin Campbell:
don't wait to be asked.)

Times of opening are 10 am to 5 pm on 19th; 9 am to 4 pm on 20th. Since we are a Society local to Perth, we
will be helping to set up the Exhibition on Thursday 18th. Come along with us and join in: no special expertise
is required. You'll be briefed on the day. Details of time will be given at our meetings on September 27 and
October 11.
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Enjoy the 2012/13 Session! I certainly intend to.
Alan (J Roy)
NEWS OF MEMBERS
During the 2011/2 Session, the Society welcomed three new members: Norman Kelso, Jim Stulka and John
Jones.
Our membership stands at 36 paid up members and 3 honorary members

REVIEW OF 2011-12
The session got off to a great start at the end of September with a display by Dennis entitled “A Member for 65
years – Some of his current interests” to commemorate his 65 years as a member of Dundee Philatelic Society.
After some reminiscences of his early days with the society and his initial rejection because he was under 16,
Dennis showed postcards, postal stationery, Christmas Cards and ephemera from the great Swiss hotels and
cards of the Reichenbach Falls where Conan Doyle attempted to dispatch Sherlock Holmes – Dennis is a great
Holmesian. In the second half, Dennis showed a great collection of perfins from China and Hong Kong
featuring the great commercial companies. The meeting attracted our best attendance of the sesison and was
rounded off with champagne and a cake from a well known local baker.
This was followed on October 13th by a visit from our old friend Richard Beith of Stirling with his “Transatlantic
Airmails in Peace and War”, a fascinating display covering the routes between Europe and both North and South
America. The South American route was developed by the French and Germans, whereas the northern route
from Foynes in Ireland to Gander in Newfoundland was introduced by the British GPO. The final stage was
usually on Canadian Pacific liners to Montreal. In the second half Richard showed covers from the Second
World War and diversions to avoid enemy territory.
On Thursday 20th there was a visit to Perth Philatelic Society. Charles, Peter, Colin and Alan showed
respectively - “Early Belgian Congo”, “Union Castle”, “Aruba” and the “History of the GPO in Scotland”. As
usual, we were warmly welcomed and the friendly links with Perth continue.
Alan Watson brought a mouth-watering display of “St Helena” on the 27th. He collects only mint stamps and
covered the period from the Victorian issues to 2003. All the plate flaws on the KGV 1922-37 issue were there.
Three philatelists from Aberdeen Philatelic Society came down on November 10th.. Chrissie Jefferies started
with a display of miniature sheets entitled “Z is for Zodiac” which commemorated both the Chinese New Year
and the Signs of the Zodiac. Fred followed with autographed illustrated covers including the Bell Rock
lighthouse, the Red Arrows, Concorde and the Falklands. Fred also has a cover with Jesse Owens’ signature.
Finally Ian Kennaway showed Copenhagen cancellations from the various post offices around the city.
The traditional Presidential evening had been held back until the 24th as Charles was away at the beginning of
the session. He showed his collections of Ruanda-Urundi and Portuguese East Africa, countries that are not often
on display, and Charles did not disappoint with his third President’s display. As usual, he had gone deeply into
the history and geography of the former Portuguese colony, all in a year!
On Thursday December 1st Charles Lloyd, Alan Roy, David Easson and Colin Campbell had a well-received
visit to the Caledonian Society at the behest of Colin Caskie who is soon to retire to Perthshire. It is a long time
since we last visited the Cally and our presence with our displays were much appreciated.
Three members’ evenings followed. On the 8th there was “I” night with the usual ingenious displays from nine
members. The Christmas meeting on December 22nd was split between “Recent Acquisitions” and the “Onesheet Competition along with appropriate refreshment. Seven members entered the One-sheet competition which
was won by Francis Podger with a Motor Vehicle tax disc issued in Singapore in 1942 just before its fall to the
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Japanese army. Nine members had brought along their recent acquisitions. Alan Roy had brought an envelope
posted on the unique date 11/11/11.
The New Year began with the Annual Competition on January 12th. Again there were four entries in two
categories. The winners were: Peter Dix (National & General), Doug Howkins (Thematic). To complete the
evening five members brought along short displays.
On January 26th Arbroath Philatelic Society visited. Brian Cargill showed a series of mini displays including the
Bell Rock lighthouse, the Arbroath commemoration of the 1940 Postage Stamp Centenary, Australian Wildlife
and “Living Together”, and a competition entry of US Personalities – “From Poets to Presidents”. All had
involved extensive use of Bryan’s computer and were beautifully laid out. David Torrie followed with stamps
and covers from Tristan da Cunha including many pre-1952 covers with various Tristan cachets on stamps from
all over the world. David also showed covers autographed by famous cricketers, footballers and other sportsmen
as well as winners of the VC.
The Annual Society Dinner was at the Taychreggan Hotel (for the second year running) on Thursday February
2nd. This year the weather was kinder and Alan and Roma successfully crossed the Tay as did Sandy and Eleanor
Forbes! A good time was had by all and the change of owners has not resulted in a loss of quality.
On the 9th Bob Catto of the Edinburgh Philatelic Society showed “The American War of Independence” and led
us through the ramifications of the war with first day covers, medal covers, postcards, maps and miniature flags
as well as stamps relating to the main personalities. Bob had spent ten years working in New England and visited
all the battlefields.
This was followed by a return visit to the Edinburgh Society by Charles (The Congo – first years of
independence), Peter (Union Castle Line), Ron (bits and pieces) and Robert (Belgian postcards). We also
experienced the displays being passed round from member to member. This works OK until there is a log jam
where the Minutes Secretary is taking notes! Visitors have learnt to be less verbose in their presentations and
leave the sheets to do the talking. All in all, it was a very enjoyable evening and we were made very welcome by
the hosts.
Francis Podger displayed his Gold Medal winning display – “Stamps issued and used in Singapore for Revenue
purposes: 1826 – KGV” on February 23rd. This was a wonderful display and Francis explained the various uses
of revenue stamps in Singapore, copiously illustrated with share certificates, sales of ships, bankruptcy
certificates, wages receipts etc all meticulously detailed and researched. He had spent many weekends in
reference libraries in Singapore when there on business.
On March 8th the Tayside Postcard Club visited us. Ian Lindsay showed early 20th century postcards of the
towns and villages of North-East Fife. These were beautifully written up with extensive background information.
Stewart Smith showed postcards of the Light Railway systems, found in various cities and towns all over Britain.
Interestingly there were inevitable grumbles during their construction but once running, they were widely
praised. Edinburgh take note! Jim Hill showed postcards and cigarette cards with a Dundee connection. Also on
show were Fairweather tins for Myrtle Grove Cigarettes, made in Dundee. David Torrie showed cards with 1912
connections – the Titanic disaster, Scott’s South Pole expedition, and the Royal Flying Corps at Montrose
including a fatal accident.
Dr Jim Grant MBE from Auchterarder brought his outstanding display of “350 years of Perth Postal History” on
March 22nd and it was well worth waiting for. Jim had purchased Colonel Neil Blair’s collection of Perth Postal
History and had added to it. There were many pre-stamp items from 1660 onwards including the Perth lamb. In
the second half he showed how mail was transported in Perthshire with many anecdotes and postcards of
deceased stations from Dunblane to Perth, the Perth ship-letter mark, covers from Perth Airport. Again the
evening was well-attended with members and visitors.
Dr Ron Harkess from Perth was the final speaker of the season with his display of “Argentina” on April 12th.
The evening was in three parts starting with pre-stamp mail from 1821, continuing with Buenos Aires and
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provinces. The second period began with early flight covers including some crash covers and first flight covers
from various airlines. Covers into Buenos Aires from the Graf Spee after the Battle of the River Plate followed.
The crew were interned and Ron revealed how members of the crew escaped and eventually returned to
Germany via the Andes, Pacific, Japan and Russia. The third round of the comprehensive display included
censored covers and mint stamps from the 1980’s. Ron revealed that he had been ready to go to Argentina on
business in 1965, but funding had been cut and he had never gone!
There was a welcome increase in attendance over the session, particularly in the second half. At three meetings
we had attendances of 20 or over. The average number present at each meeting was 16.9, compared with 13.9 in
2010-11.
(This summary was produced by our outgoing Secretary, Peter Dix, which is much appreciated).
COMPETITION WINNERS
One sheet competition: Francis Podger: “Motor vehicle tax disc from Singapore - 1942 ”
National & General:
Peter Dix:
“The first six definitive issues of the Republic of South Africa”
Thematic:
Doug Howkins: “The Soviet Space Programme”

THE 2012-13 PROGRAMME
The session begins on September 27th with a display by our new President, Alan Roy, which he has titled “GB
Miscellany”. This title invites speculation from us and allows Alan to put together diverse GB material from
elements that individually might not stretch to a full 160 sheet display. We are familiar with the quality of
Alan’s collection from parts he has shown previously. Thus, the session will start with a bang. We will follow
precedent and celebrate the start of the new session with a refreshing glass and a few nibbles after his display.
2012.
September

27

President’s Evening: Alan Roy - “GB Miscellany”

October

11

Jean Osborne (Falkirk) ”Papua, New Guinea, Papua & New Guinea”

November

December

19-20

UK National Exhibition – Dewars Centre, Perth

20-22

Philatelic Congress of Great Britain– Queen’s Hotel, Perth

25

Christopher Podger (Chichester) – “Cyprus Miscellany”

8

Visit from Edinburgh (Followed by a short meeting of DDPS Council)

22

Russell Walker (Caledonian) – “Sahara a’ra Camels”

6

Ron Goodfellow – “More Commerce in the Post”

20

Christmas meeting – One sheet competition & Recent Acquisitions

10

Annual competition

24

“J” Night

7

Society Dinner

14

Valentine’s Night!

28

Bob Catto (Edinburgh) – “Space”

14

Visit from Perth

28

Visit from Caledonian Society

2013
January

February

March

4

April

4

Council Meeting

11

Willie King (Ayrshire) – “Ceylon”

19-20
25

ASPS Congress (Hosts: The Alba Society) – Dewar Centre, Perth
AGM

Our second meeting sees Jean Osborne of the Falkirk Society displaying her award winning New Guinea, Papua
and Papua - New Guinea collection. Covering the eastern half of the island and numerous small islands to its
east, the land has a fascinating history of British & German colonisation in the 1880’s, followed by British
(Australian) control of the whole territory after World War 1 and eventually independence in 1975. Jean’s
collection covers the whole era of its philately which (apart from the fascinating political changes) has stamp
issues that show the nation’s culture and history, fauna and flora, and development. It is a display that is not to
be missed.
The National Exhibition and Philatelic Congress of Great Britain come to Scotland this year, and as near to
Dundee as we could hope. Apart from the possibility of seeing material that might not otherwise come here,
there will be a large contingent of dealers. Details of the event are given below. As well as attending, Dundee
members will be asked to volunteer a helping hand (as our President has mentioned already).
To end a great month, Christopher Podger, Francis’ father, will join us to display Cyprus. As with Alan, his
inclusion of miscellany in the title leads me to anticipate a selection of fascinating pieces of Cyprus’ rich
philatelic heritage. Although Cyprus is associated today with holidays in the sun or a country politically, its
history is culturally rich and its beauty stunning.
On November 8th our first visiting society, Edinburgh, will come. At this time I do not know who will be
presenting. However, what I am sure of is a display of high quality which we know is the norm for such nights
and that there will be an array of material with something for everyone – from postal history to thematics.
Russell Walker of the Caledonian Society will be with us on the 22nd November to display “Sahara a’ra Camels”.
His title is a line from Hamish Imlach’s song, “Cod Liver Oil and the Orange Juice” (written in Glaswegian), a
line that refers to the French Foreign Legion. The theme is the philately of French North Africa and its military
mail, which I for one know little about and want to know more. (Camels will feature!)
We enjoyed Ron Goodfellow’s earlier fascinating and imaginative display of “Commerce in the Post” after
which he told us he was still adding to this interest (which includes commercial cachets, stamps with attached
adverts, advertising covers, booklet panes with adverts etc). Now, he will show “More Commerce in the Post”.
For any member who did not see his earlier display, I am sure that the large number of members who did will
tell you to make sure you get to this meeting.
As we reach mid-session we have the first opportunity for everyone to contribute to the meeting, with recent
acquisitions and the one-sheet competition. This will be followed by seasonal refreshments to round off 2012.
The end of year break will give all of us time to put together competition entries. (Details from David Easson).
I hope we will see many entries. For anyone contemplating entering national competitions this is a great
opportunity to receive constructive comments on your effort with a view to improving your chances of glory.
For others (including me) it is a valid reason to “play” with my stamps and retreat to the peace of my office away
from the hectic events in the house over the festive season.
It’s “J night” on the 24th January. A chance to let your imagination run wild, as it normally does on letter nights.
J is for Jamaica, Japan, “Jam, Jute & Journalism”, Jollity (Smilers?), Judo – enough for now.
The Annual Society Dinner (for members and their spouses) is again at the Taychreggan Hotel in Broughty
Ferry. This year it will be on Thursday February 7th. The cost should be about £25, excluding wine, for a three
course meal.
With our fourth meeting of 2013 falling on 14th February, why not have Valentine’s Night as its subject? It will
be a challenge to you to produce material suitable for the event. I know that Valentine’s Day stamps have been
issued (notably by the US) but there will be other philatelic aspects. There are dozens of towns named
Valentine, some called Cupid and others Romance. Can anyone produce a postmark? Excursions away from
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love are allowed provided the link is justifiable or entertaining. (For the record, there is no town named
“Divorce”)
On the 28th of February Bob Catto of the Edinburgh Philatelic Society returns to visit us with his thematic
display of “Space”. This thematic subject will be of special interest to Doug as it was the subject of his prize
winning entry in our club competition last year. At sometime in our lives we have all been fascinated by the
cosmos and space exploration and will be entertained to a display that is well researched and imaginative.
We will be treated to visits from two societies, Perth & the Caledonian, in March. The same comments I made
on the visit from Edinburgh apply to these meetings.
Our penultimate meeting welcomes Willie King from the Ayrshire Society who will bring a display on Ceylon.
His collection covers the colonial period from the first issue, the 1857 with pence denominations through
Victoria and a change to the decimal (cent / rupee) currency then to the three (or is it four?) kings and finally to
independence. I understand Willie has a fine selection of early postal stationery, covers and village postmarks.
This is a fitting climax to the year.
ASPS spring Congress returns to its usual April timing. Information on this will be available nearer the time.
Our AGM is the closing event (as usual). At this I hope to report yet another successful year, measured by
enjoyment and a growing membership.
Visits to other Societies
Arbroath Philatelic Society – Tuesday, November 20th 2012
Aberdeen Philatelic Society – Thursday, 21st February 2013
Postcard Club of Tayside – Wednesday, 27th February 2013
Stirling & District Philatelic Society – Tuesday, 19th March 2013
We hope that as many members as possible will avail themselves of the opportunity to display from their
collections at one or more of these societies. Ideally, there would be four displays of 40 sheets each.

The National Philatelic Exhibition and the Philatelic Congress of Great Britain
There are two major philatelic events for your diary – the National Philatelic Exhibition and the Philatelic
Congress of Great Britain. They are complementary events that overlap in time.
National Philatelic Exhibition 19 October 10am to 5pm and 20 October 9am to 4pm
Venue: Dewars Centre, Glover Street, Perth
There will be over 100 dealers’ tables with around 40 dealers. For some, this will be their first time in Scotland
so you may find that elusive item that you need for your collection. You will also be able to view entries into the
national competition. There should be about 80 entries from around the world so well worth a look. Other
exhibits are the Interfed competition and the Junior Competition. The younger generation can also enjoy the
hands-on workshop and display by the Museum of Communication – so bring your grandchildren along and, you
never know, they may develop an interest in stamps!
HELP! This is a far bigger event than the annual ASPS Congress and will require more helpers to erect twice as
many display frames. It is intended to put the frames up on Wednesday 17 October. Up-to-date information will
be given at our meetings. Many of our members have always been supportive in the past and it would be good if
more could help out this year.
Philatelic Congress of Great Britain 20 to 22 October
Venue: Queens Hotel, Leonard Street, Perth
This major philatelic event has attracted philatelists from Europe and beyond. Attendance at any part of this
event must be booked in advance. Details can be found on the websites at www.perth2012.com or
www.abps.org.uk
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Some of the events that may be of interest are:
Sunday 21st
9.30 - 14.00

Standing Display (Scandinavian Theme)

9.00 -10.00

Roy Erskine – “Wilsons of Bannockburn”

10.00 – 10.45

New RDP Presentation: Jamie Gough, RDP – “Universal Postal Union”

11.15 – 12.30

Kay Goodman Lecture : Douglas Muir – “Returned from Czechoslovakia”

13.45 - 14.45

Hugh Jefferies – “Stanley Gibbons Catalogues - the past, present and the future”

16.30

RDP Ceremony at the Kirk

20.15

Congress Banquet at Queen’s Hotel (Perth)

Monday 22nd.
9.00 – 10.00

Jeff Stone - "What did happen to Agathon Fabergé's great collections?”

10.00 -11.15

Ron Harkess – “Graf Spee Postal History”

11.15 – 12.30

Standing Displays by members of local Societies

12.30

Closure and handover to Chairman of Congress 2013 at Gloucester

The Congress welcomes day visitors. Entry fees are: £10 for Saturday, £15 for Sunday and £10 for Monday. If
you wish to attend the banquet, it will the cost you £40.
Hon.Treasurer
Although the Society is in good health currently, it is prudent to increase the subscription. The AGM was
consulted and the majority present agreed to an increase and that the new rate will be £10 (payable in September,
at the start of the new session). Our tax status was resolved last year and now we pay Corporation Tax on our
investment income. Although charitable status is an option to reduce tax liability, to seek this is not an
appropriate policy for a small society such as ours. Again, many thanks to Robert Duguid for his hard work in
keeping the Society in the black.
Exchange Packet
Eight Exchange Packets have circulated this session. David Easson is always willing to receive new booklets for
the packets, and is also looking for new members wishing to take the packet. These packets benefit members
wishing to sell surplus material and members looking to fill gaps, or access thematics. Although the commission
we charge is low, overall this activity produces a very helpful source of funding for the Society. We are very
grateful to David for all his hard work in preparing and administering the Exchange Packet.
Publicity
Colin has been assiduous in promoting the Society’s activities. Although both the Courier and Evening
Telegraph are notified about meetings, it is the latter that gives the Society more exposure. Some of our new
members had seen press coverage and come along to meetings. Reports usually feature in Gibbons Stamp
Monthly, the Stamp Magazine and the quarterly ABPS magazine. Our annual postcard / cover attracts a lot of
interest and favourable publicity, judging from the positive comments. Many thanks are due to Colin for
maintaining the profile of the Society.
The Society’s Web-site
Don’t forget to look regularly at the Society’s Web-site www.dundeephilatelic.org Grateful thanks are due to
Norman Kelso for taking on the role of webmaster to develop an asset that is invaluable to members and our
shop-window to philatelists outside our immediate vicinity.
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Dundee 2012 Commemorative Cover – Scott of the Antarctic
2012 saw the 100th anniversary of Capt. Scott’s ill fated expedition to the South Pole. (The Terra Nova
Expedition). There is no need to give details of the Dundee connection. So it is no surprise that it was the
subject of this year’s commemorative cover, which is illustrated below. Local graphic artist Wendy Maltman
designed and produced it. There is universal agreement that it is one of our best (if not the best). It was
launched on 29th March at Dundee City Chambers with a presentation to the Lord Provost. He was fulsome in
his praise! It is a tasteful and carefully researched design, and Colin was successful in sourcing a number of
Scott postage stamps which married well with the cover. There are several options for the stamp that customers
can select. This year there is a choice of celebrity signatures: David Wilson, great nephew of Dr Edward A
Wilson the expedition’s chief scientist or Commander GW Tabeart RN, the commanding officer of HMS Scott
(The Royal Navy’s ocean survey vessel). Yet again, we thank you, Colin! Members are reminded that there are
a few cards still available and to buy one, they should contact Colin.
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Past Presidents project
The 2011 newsletter reported that George Lewthwaite was keen to record “Philatelic CVs” of Past Presidents for
the benefit of future members. As a member, I see their names printed adjacent to our annual programme on our
syllabus card. Other than those who are still active and those I met when I first joined the Society but are no
longer with us, I know little of them. Some facets of their collecting can be teased from our minute books, but
these do not reveal the whole story. George suggests including a brief biography (personal), brief career details
(professional) and, most important, details of philatelic interests. The latter should include when collecting
started, why it started, and details of collecting interests over the years, together with any other relevant
information. The times in which we live make us security conscious and there is a natural cautiousness about
divulging details of treasures to open access media. However, we reveal much whenever we give a display or
enter a competition. The CV need not go beyond the depth at which a past president becomes uncomfortable. I
believe this is an important legacy project that is to be supported. Now that I have joined the “list” I shall be
sending my Philatelic CV to George. (George can be contacted on 01382 226843 and newduntay@tiscali.co.uk)
Morning Meetings
The Morning meetings continued throughout the year on the 1st Thursday of the month from 10 to 12. They
attracted regular support from a core who attend evening meetings as well and one (possibly two) members who
prefer not to venture out at night. This year, double figures were reached for the first time, though on average six
members meet. The venue is the Art Society’s Rooms but when there is an Art Exhibition and the Gallery is
unavailable, we use a room at the Methodist Church in West Marketgate. Other circumstances may lead to
alternative arrangements for particular meetings which will be advised ahead of the day.
If you know of any retired people who collect stamps or would like to take it up again please direct them to these
morning meetings. Free coffee and tea are always available. Members usually bring along items from their
collections to pass round and look at.
Library
David Easson took on the role of librarian last year and re-cataloguing of the Library was made a priority. He
and a small group continue to meet on the third Thursday morning of each month when Roseangle is available.
Great progress has been made. Space is limited and the removal of unwanted books has become necessary.
Some books have already been disposed of with members having first refusal. If any member would like a
Library List, this can be arranged. A copy can be e-mailed or a photocopy sent. That part of Professor Bulloch’s
collection of very specialist philatelic books and supporting material (such as books on steamer companies)
which are not suitable for our library is still in our possession. Enquiries have been made with a view to selling
these, but the present economic climate is making it difficult.
Disposal of Collections
I will repeat Peter’s comments about disposal of collections, made in last year’s newsletter. We are approached
by relatives of deceased collectors reasonably frequently. It is the same story. “Father / mother / great auntie
collected stamps. We have them. We are not collectors. We don’t know their worth. How do we dispose of
them?” In most cases the collection is a schoolboy collection from the 50s with a few more recent UK
commemoratives. Until it is seen by someone with sufficient knowledge, the inheritor should be told not to
expect to retire to Spain on the proceeds of any sale. It is possible that a gem will be there, but the odds may be
long. I mention this because Bob Murray has suggested to at least one potential seller that she should get a local
collector to cast an eye over the material before making the long trip to Edinburgh. You may be approached! I
believe that we should avoid giving valuations (since there are possible legal implications) and just act as a filter.
It is not difficult to see if the collection has potential value. (Note: Peter found out about Robert Murray’s
valuation / disposal advice service on the Robert Murray website)
Writing this brings out my own guilt. Much of my collection is neatly mounted but the value of individual items
is not known to my family members. I have intended to write down guidance on its future disposal, but this gets
put off as new urgent jobs come in. As Peter observed, we are all getting older and listing at least the best items
and suggesting how / where they might be sold will be appreciated at some time (in the distant future, I hope).
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Finally
Thanks are due once more to Colin for setting up and printing the syllabuses for the past five years and also for
copying Newsletters etc. Thanks to Alan Roy for keeping us regularly updated on ASPS matters, a service that
was commented upon favourably at one of our meetings by a visitor. We also thank George Lewthwaite for his
excellent article on another aspect of Dundee’s philatelic heritage, “Some Dundee Parcel Labels”. If anyone can
contribute to his research, I’m sure George will appreciate your information.
Peter’s record as Secretary will be a difficult act to follow and I expect that at times you will have to be a little
patient as I learn the ropes. Once again, thank you Peter.
It just remains to wish you a good collecting season and we look forward to seeing you at Alan’s display on
September 27th
Charles Lloyd
Hon Secretary

SOME DUNDEE PARCEL LABELS
Dr G. W. LEWTHWAITE
The post-office parcel service was introduced on 1st August 1883 and for that service special labels for every
post office were produced and used until 1918. Those associated with Dundee which I have or have seen are
illustrated below. Each identifies a despatching office and, where appropriate, its telegraph code and principal
office, with identified spaces for fees etc. The labels, approximately 3 x 2 ½ in., were gummed and printed (for
Scotland) on white or off-white paper by Morrison and Gibb of Edinburgh.
The labels illustrated below are in chronological order of use. Those for Newport (1897) and Maryfield
(1912?) were offered for sale on ebay. The label for Broughty Ferry (1898) appears in James GrimwoodTaylor’s book The Post in Scotland and is reproduced here by permission of Cavendish Philatelic Auctions Ltd.
The table following the illustrations records examples of labels listed in James Mackay’s The Parcel Post of the
British Isles.
There are several issues arising here. Firstly Mylnefield (later renamed Invergowrie) is recorded by Mackay
in his Scottish Post Offices as having telegram facilities installed in 1870, but the illustrated label does not record
a code – though from the tabulation we see that by 1906 Mylnefield’s label now included the code. Secondly
Mackay does not record Carnoustie as ever being designated an RSO (Railway Sub-Office). Also, it was a
surprise to find Alyth “under Dundee” – all the other minor offices listed here are, or were, sub-offices of
Dundee at one time or another, but, according to Mackay, Alyth never enjoyed that privilege. Perhaps the label
reflects that at the time of use, Alyth and Dundee were linked by a now long-gone local railway. And, from the
table, it appears that some offices were using the labels after 1918.
When the use of these labels was discontinued larger offices were provided by the large rectangular parcel
cancellation hand-stamps which were fairly commonly seen until recently. These hand-stamps continued to
record telegraph codes. Why these codes were ever included in the labels and subsequent hand-stamps is not
obvious to me.
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Table: James Mackay’s recorded examples of Dundee post offices parcel labels, listed in his
publication The Parcel Post of the British Isles
OFFICE
MYLNEFIELD (MQD) / (Under Dundee)
DUNDEE / ( Victoria Road )
DUNDEE (DH0) / ( Perth Road )
DUNDEE ( DNJ) / ( Nethergate )
DUNDEE (DUS) / ( South Union Street )
DUNDEE / ( West Ferry, Broughty Ferry )

DATE OF USE
1906
1911
1911
1920
1927?
1916

WEST FERRY, Broughty Ferry / ( Under Dundee )

?
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